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Objective:

Develop a three-dimensional representative form.
Understand the difference between two dimensional and three
dimensional.
Develop fine motor skills.
Understand pattern as a tool to complete a work of art.

Key words:

Three dimensional
Two dimensional
Pattern
Turtle

Materials:

Self-hardening clay
Non-washable paint
Variety of brushes - different sizes

Glossy spray varnish
Pencil
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Terrific Trutle
Turtle

Instructions:
1. Have children look through pictures of turtles either on
the internet or in books.
2. Once they have looked at a few examples, you can
begin with the clay.

10. This step is optional and more appropriate for older
children - using a pencil or open paper clip, add patterns
or designs to the “shell” of the turtle.
11. Allow the clay to dry.

3. To make a simple, creative turtle, begin by making one
large ball.

12. Once, the clay has hardened paint the turtle one color.
Allow this color to dry.

4. Once the ball is made flatten the ball on one side, think
of a ball cut in half.

13. While the paint is drying, review pattern with your
child. Pattern can be explained as repeated shapes or
forms. For example, repeated circles or circle, square,
circle, square. Pattern can occur with colors, red, blue,
red, blue.

5. Next, create four legs, similar to short worms and
attach them onto the body (out to the sides, not to stand
on).
6. Using one finger press the end of each foot.
7. Next create the head - roll a tear drop shape, the
thinner end is the neck and the fatter part the head.
Attach to the body.
8. Using a pencil or open paper clip give a face to the
turtle.
9. Lastly, create a little tail for the turtle, similar to a
triangle shape and attach to the body.
For more lesson, activities
and coloring pages visit:

14. Once the paint is dry, allow your child to choose one
or two colors and create a pattern on the shell of the turtle
(if they drew the pattern into the clay, while it was wet they can color that pattern that was created).
15. Allow paint to dry and spray with a shiny varnish (this
step should be done by an adult only).
16. Once dry, your child will have a terrific turtle to
display.
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